
COLGATE PALMOLIVE WISP

Colgate Wisp is a single use mini toothbrush that was introduced by Colgate- Palmolive Company in March The Wisp
mini brush is approximately 

The competition in this market makes being innovative practically a requirement since it is difficult to
encroach upon your competitors. This market includes products that cleanse, disinfect, freshens breath and
whitens teeth and Colgate has a share of that market for all these products. Knowing this information,
companies must also ensure that they maintain a good balance of products in this industry. How to cite this
page Choose cite format:. This pocket-sized brush delivers the freshness of gum and the clean of a toothbrush
in one effortlessly portable device. A soft pick at the handle base of the disposable toothbrush removes food
particles from any hard-to-reach areas. Single use. No water or rinsing is necessary. As companies try to
maintain the balance of generating profits and also benefitting society, the Wisp did not appear to be
environmentally safe since it was a disposable product. Another concern for Colgate-Palmolive was the
pricing strategy that was created for the Wisp. Get Essay This would definitely be of interest to many
consumers since it did not require water, rinsing and lastly toothpaste. Essay Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying
text is forbidden on this website! Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here, and we have
not verified it. The Colgate mini brush can be used after coffee, before a date, in the car or any time you want
to make a good impression. Its built-in, sugar-free peppermint bead easily dissolves and delivers a rush of
minty freshness while the bristles gently remove food and other particles. The brushes are ideal for travel or
keeping on hand in purses, totes, backpacks and more. Just brush and go! In their effort to produce and
promote new products there was a lack of emphasis on the sustainability of the Wisp. Explore this item
Specifications Features Sugar free, Just brushed clean anytime anywhere, Single use travel toothbrush,
Whitens teeth by removing surface stains Brand. Shop now About This Item We aim to show you accurate
product information. Colgate-Palmolive did not apply any social marketing concepts when introducing the
Wisp. While being innovative in this market, Colgate-Palmolive introduced the Wisp, a new product that they
believed would make having a fresh breath while on-the-go a reality. Directions: Instructions: No water or
rinsing necessary. This brush offers effective plaque removal due to the soft bristles that gently work along
your gum line. A soft pick at the handle base of the disposable toothbrush Removes food particles from any
hard-to-reach areas.


